7 Fuentes-Saucillo 2
To start see walk 1. At"Casas Ingleses" pass it left-hand (green signed). Under eucalyptus trees starts righthand the paved path upwards. Soon it will meet for 50 m the street, leave it and reach it for its last 200 m. The
end nearby some houses starts the path on white soil. It ends at under pines at an abandoned house at an
unpaved forest street. Follow it upwards till reaching the main road. Go it left-hand 500 m and leave it left-hand
entering an unpaved private street. Leave it at a crossing following a footpath downwards. You see yet the
Saucillo, the emblematic mountain in front of you. Using a unpaved street beside fences which you have to
leave at 500m, passing an deserted gravel area without ways, you reach the basis at an high-tension pole at an
unpaved street with view to east. Follow it left-hand downwards, passing the forest. In an glade take right- hand
an shortening, passing an old lime or tar oven. Following the street downwards, at an fenced apple tree area, go
a path left-hand downwards through a ginestra area. In the bottom of the valley it meets a concrete pipeline,
following it. Passed an reservoir. at an isolated tree, turn left-hand to a path downwards with views to
Lechucilla. In this quarter arrived, it changed to street. Leave it after 300m right- hand by an footpath
downwards. It passes at fields and ends at an house, changing in concrete paved street. Follow it left-hand it
reaches soon the main road of the quarter between high retaining walls at an waste container. Go right- hand
downwards zou reach the main road. Following it 400m, change right- hand at the school a small street. Going
it downwards, you encircle the quarter 4 Caminos, cross the main road to go downwards (blue signs)to the start
of walk 1.

